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Abstract. Every P-convergent double sequence is statistically convergent and every bounded statistically
convergent sequence is statistical (C, 1, 1) summable. The converse of these implications are not always
true. Theorems on which conditioned converses are searched are known as Tauberian theorems. Inspired
by the convergence to zero of the difference sequence between a sequence and its arithmetic means in the
single sequence case, we obtain Tauberian theorems for the statistical convergence and statistical (C, 1, 1)
summability method by imposing some conditions on the difference sequence between a double sequence
and its different arithmetic means.

1. Preliminary Results for Single Sequences

Let u = (un) be a single sequence of real numbers. For the sequence of the backward differences of
u = (un), we use the notation

∆un = un − un−1, (u−1 = 0)

for any nonnegative integer n.
The (C, 1) mean of a sequence u = (un) is defined by

σ(1)
n (u) :=

1
n + 1

n∑
k=0

uk.

A sequence u = (un) is said to be (C, 1) summable to a finite number s if limn→∞ σ
(1)
n (u) = s (see [13]).

For a sequence u = (un), the identity

un − σ
(1)
n (u) = Vn(∆u),

where Vn(∆u) =
1

n + 1

n∑
k=1

k∆uk, is called the Kronecker identity.
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A sequence u = (un) is called slowly decreasing [17, 21] if

lim
λ→1+

lim inf
n→∞

min
n+1≤k≤[λn]

(uk − un) ≥ 0.

Throughout this paper, [λn] denotes the integer part of the product λn.
Notice that slow decrease of u = (un) implies one-sided boundedness of V(∆u) = (Vn(∆u)) (see [2] for

more details). If both (un) and (−un) are slowly decreasing, then u = (un) is slowly oscillating. A sequence
u = (un) is said to be slowly oscillating [24] if

lim
λ→1+

lim sup
n→∞

max
n+1≤k≤[λn]

|uk − un| = 0.

Dik [9] proved that a sequence u = (un) is slowly oscillating if and only if V(∆u) = (Vn(∆u)) is slowly
oscillating and bounded. For the summability theory, spaces of single and double sequences and related
topics with applications, we refer the interested reader to [1].

A convergent sequence is summable by a regular summability method to the same value. The converse
case is not true in general. Historically, the study of the converse situation began with a study of Tauber in
1897. Tauber [25] showed that an Abel summable sequence u = (un) of real numbers is convergent under
the condition n∆un = o(1) or Vn(∆u) = o(1), where V(∆u) = (Vn(∆u)) is the sequence of arithmetic means of
(n∆un). These type of theorems in the literature are called Tauberian theorems and regarding conditions
are called Tauberian conditions.

The condition n∆un = o(1) which is given by Tauber [25] is weakened to the conditions of two-sided
boundedness and one-sided boundedness of the sequence (n∆un) by Littlewood and Hardy-Littlewood,
respectively (see more details [13]). Schmidt [21] generalized these Tauberian conditions to the slow
oscillation and slow decrease of (un). Here, we note that Çanak and Totur [7] have recently given the
alternative proof of Schmidt’s Tauberian theorem.

Dik [9] replaced the Tauberian condition that u = (un) is slowly oscillating in Schmidt’s theorem by
a weaker condition that V(∆u) = (Vn(∆u)) is slowly oscillating. Later, Çanak et al. [8] proved that slow
decrease of V(∆u) = (Vn(∆u)) is a Tauberian condition for the Abel summability method. Hardy [13] showed
that Abel and (C, 1) summability methods are equivalent for bounded sequences.

On the other hand, the concept of the statistical convergence which is a generalization of the concept of
ordinary convergence was introduced by Zygmund [28], Fast [11] and Schoenberg [22] independently.

A real sequence u = (un) is said to be statistically convergent to s provided that for arbitrary ε > 0,

lim
n→∞

1
n + 1

|{k ≤ n : |uk − s| ≥ ε}| = 0

where the notation | · | denotes the cardinality of the enclosed set.
Every convergent sequence is statistically convergent. Moreover, the sequence of arithmetic means of

every bounded-statistically convergent sequence is also statistically convergent. Since the converse is not
always true, several mathematicians have approached to statistical convergence as a summability method,
and have proved relevant Tauberian theorems. For instance, Fridy and Khan [12] obtained convergence of
a sequence u = (un) out of statistical convergence under the classical Tauberian conditions n∆un = O(1) and
n∆un ≥ −C for some C > 0. Moricz [17] showed that slow oscillation and slow decrease of a sequence are
Tauberian conditions for the statistical convergence. Totur and Çanak [26] obtained the following theorems
by imposing a Tauberian condition on the sequence of the differences between a bounded statistically (C, 1)
convergent sequence and its Cesàro transform of order one.

Theorem 1.1. ([26]) Let u = (un) be bounded and its Cesàro transform of order one be statistical summable to s. If
V(∆u) = (Vn(∆u)) is slowly decreasing, then u = (un) is convergent to s.

Theorem 1.2. ([26]) Let u = (un) be bounded and its Cesàro transform of order one be statistical summable to s. If
n∆Vn(∆u) ≥ −C for some C > 0, then u = (un) is convergent to s.
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2. The Statistical (C, 1, 1) Summability and Classical Tauberian Theorems

A double sequence u = (umn) is called convergent in the Pringsheim’s sense (in short, P-convergent) to s,
denoted by P − limm,n→∞ umn = s if for a given ε > 0 there exists a positive integer N0 such that |umn − s| < ε
for all nonnegative integers m,n; (see [20] and [1]).

A double sequence u = (umn) is said to be bounded if there exists a real number C > 0 such that |umn| ≤ C
for all nonnegative integers m and n. Note that a P-convergent double sequence need not be bounded (see
[27] for details).

A double sequence u = (umn) is said to be one-sided bounded if there exists a real number C > 0 such
that umn ≥ −C for all nonnegative integers m and n.

The (C, 1, 1) means of u = (umn) are defined by

σ(11)
mn (u) =

1
(m + 1)(n + 1)

m∑
j=0

n∑
k=0

u jk

for all nonnegative integers m and n. A sequence u = (umn) is said to be (C, 1, 1) summable to a finite number
s if P − limm,n→∞ σ

(11)
mn (u) = s.

The (C, 1, 0) and (C, 0, 1) means of u = (umn) are defined respectively by

σ(10)
mn (u) =

1
m + 1

m∑
j=0

u jn and σ(01)
mn (u) =

1
n + 1

n∑
k=0

umk

for all nonnegative integers m and n. A sequence u = (umn) is said to be (C, 1, 0) (or (C, 0, 1)) summable to a
finite number s if limm,n→∞ σ

(10)
mn (u) = s (or limm,n→∞ σ

(01)
mn (u) = s).

For a double sequence u = (umn), we define ∆01umn = umn − um,n−1, ∆10umn = umn − um−1,n, and ∆11umn =
∆10∆01umn = ∆10(∆01umn) = ∆01(∆10umn) for all nonnegative integers m and n.

The Kronecker identity given for single sequences takes the following form for double sequences (see
[14]):
For all nonnegative integers m and n,

umn − σ
(10)
mn (u) − σ(01)

mn (u) + σ(11)
mn (u) = V(11)

mn (∆u), (1)

where V(11)
mn (∆u) = 1

(m+1)(n+1)

∑m
j=1

∑n
k=1 jk∆11u jk.

We write the following identities similar to the Kronecker identity for single sequences:

umn − σ
(10)
mn (u) = V(10)

mn (∆u), (2)

where V(10)
mn (∆u) = 1

m+1

∑m
j=1 j∆10u jn, and

umn − σ
(01)
mn (u) = V(01)

mn (∆u), (3)

where V(01)
mn (∆u) = 1

n+1

∑n
k=1 k∆01umk. The identity (1) can be rewritten as

umn − σ
(11)
mn (u) = V(10)

mn (∆u) + V(01)
mn (∆u) − V(11)

mn (∆u) (4)

by (2) and (3). Moreover, the following identities show the relationships between σ(10)
mn (u) and V(10)

mn (∆u), and
σ(01)

mn (u) and V(01)
mn (∆u), respectively:

m∆10σ
(10)
mn (u) = V(10)

mn (∆u), (5)

n∆01σ
(01)
mn (u) = V(01)

mn (∆u). (6)
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Indeed, we can obtain the identity (5) from the calculations

m∆10σ
(10)
mn (u) = m

 1
m + 1

m∑
i=0

uin −
1
m

m−1∑
i=0

uin


=

1
m + 1

m
m∑

i=0

uin −m
m−1∑
i=0

uin −

m−1∑
i=0

uin


=

1
m + 1

mumn −

m−1∑
i=0

uin


=

1
m + 1

m∑
j=0

j∆10u jn.

The identity (6) can be similarly obtained.
The concepts of slow decreasing in different senses for double sequences are defined below.

Definition 2.1. A double sequence u = (umn) is said to be slowly decreasing in sense (1, 1) if for λ > 1

lim
λ→1+

lim inf
m,n→∞

min
m+1≤ j≤[λm]
n+1≤k≤[λn]

(
u jk − u jn − umk + umn

)
≥ 0.

A double sequence u = (umn) is said to be slowly decreasing in sense (1, 0) if for λ > 1

lim
λ→1+

lim inf
m,n→∞

min
m+1≤ j≤[λm]

(
u jn − umn

)
≥ 0. (7)

A double sequence u = (umn) is said to be slowly decreasing in sense (0, 1) if for λ > 1

lim
λ→1+

lim sup
m,n→∞

min
n+1≤k≤[λn]

(umk − umn) ≥ 0.

Moreover, we say that a double sequence u = (umn) is said to be slowly decreasing in the strong sense (1, 0) if (7) is
satisfied with

min
m+1≤ j≤[λm]
n+1≤k≤[λn]

(u jk − umk) instead of min
m+1≤ j≤[λm]

(u jn − umn). (8)

The slow decrease of a double sequence u = (umn) in the strong sense (0, 1) can be similarly defined.

A double sequence u = (umn) is said to be slowly oscillating in sense (1, 1) if for λ > 1

lim
λ→1+

lim sup
m,n→∞

max
m+1≤ j≤[λm]
n+1≤k≤[λn]

∣∣∣u jk − u jn − umk + umn

∣∣∣ = 0,

slowly oscillating in sense (1, 0) if for λ > 1

lim
λ→1+

lim sup
m,n→∞

max
m+1≤ j≤[λm]

∣∣∣u jn − umn

∣∣∣ = 0,

and slowly oscillating in sense (0, 1) if for λ > 1

lim
λ→1+

lim sup
m,n→∞

max
n+1≤k≤[λn]

|umk − umn| = 0.

Similar to Definition 2.1, the concept of slowly oscillating sequence in strong senses can be defined.
For related topics on slowly oscillating sequences and double sequences, we refer the reader to [3–

5, 18, 19].
Notice that every P-convergent sequence is slowly oscillating in senses (1, 1), (1, 0), and (0, 1), and every

slowly oscillating sequence is slowly decreasing in the same sense. However, the converses may not be
true.
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Example 2.2. The double sequence (log m log n) is slowly oscillating in sense (1, 1) but not P-convergent, and the

double sequence
(∑m

j=1
∑n

k=1
1√

jk

)
is slowly decreasing in sense (1, 1) but not slowly oscillating in sense (1, 1).

In the space of bounded double sequences, the (C, 1, 1) summability method is regular. That is, a bounded
P-convergent double sequence is (C, 1, 1) summable to the same value. The converse of this implication is
not true in general. An example that the converse implication does not hold is given by Totur [27].

The first study regarding classical Tauberian theorems for the (C, 1, 1) summability method is obtained
by Knopp [14]. Knopp [14] showed that Abel summability and (C, 1, 1) summability methods are equivalent
in the space of bounded double sequences and discovered a Tauberian theorem for a real double sequence
u = (umn) as follows.

Theorem 2.3. Let u = (umn) be a bounded double sequence. If u = (umn) is (C, 1, 1) summable to s and the conditions

V(10)
mn (∆u) = o(1),

V(01)
mn (∆u) = o(1)

are satisfied, then u = (umn) is P-convergent to s.

Móricz [15] obtained two Tauberian theorems for a double sequence which P-convergence follows from
(C, 1, 1) summability under the classical one-sided Tauberian conditions of Landau and slow decreasing
conditions in certain senses defined in his paper.

Theorem 2.4. ([15]) Let u = (umn) be (C, 1, 1) summable to s. If the conditions

mn∆11umn ≥ −C, (9)
m∆10umn ≥ −C, (10)
n∆01umn ≥ −C (11)

are satisfied for some C > 0, then u = (umn) is P-convergent to s.

Stadtmüller [23] indicated that condition (9) in Theorem 2.4 is superfluous.

Theorem 2.5. ([15]) If u = (umn) is (C, 1, 1) summable to s and slowly decreasing in senses (1, 1), (1, 0) and (0, 1),
then u = (umn) is P-convergent to s.

We note here that if we remove the slow decrease condition in sense (1, 1) in Theorem 2.5 as Stadtmüller
[23] did, one of slow decreasing conditions in sense (1, 0) or (0, 1) must be strong. The proof can be made
by using the same technique in our main theorem. Therefore, we do not give the details of the proof.

In addition, Totur [27] obtained Tauberian theorems of classical type by imposing different type of
conditions such as one-sided boundedness and slow oscillation on the sequences V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)

mn (∆u))
and V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)

mn (∆u)).
A double sequence u = (umn) is said to be statistically convergent to s provided that for arbitrary ε > 0,

lim
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣{ j ≤M, k ≤ N : |u jk − s| ≥ ε}
∣∣∣ = 0

where the notation | · | denotes the cardinality of the enclosed set.
It is clear that if a double sequence is P-convergent to a real number, then it is also statistical convergent

to the same number, but the converse is not necessarily true (see [10] for details).
On the other hand, a double sequence u = (umn) is said to be statistically slowly decreasing in sense (1, 0)

if for λ > 1 and every ε > 0

lim
λ→1+

lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
{

m ≤M,n ≤ N : min
m+1≤ j≤[λm]

(u jn − umn) ≤ −ε
}∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 0. (12)
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The statistically slow decrease of u = (umn) in sense (0, 1) can be defined similarly.
We note that if u = (umn) is slowly decreasing in sense (1, 0), then it is statistically slowly decreasing in

sense (1, 0).
In fact, assume that (umn) is slowly decreasing in sense (1, 0). Given an ε > 0. For every large enough m and
n, that is, m,n ≥ N0(ε), we can write that

0 ≤
1

(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
{

m ≤M,n ≤ N : min
m+1≤ j≤[λm]

(u jn − umn) ≤ −ε
}∣∣∣∣∣∣

≤
N0(ε)
M + 1

+
N0(ε)
N + 1

. (13)

By applying lim sup to the inequality (13) as M,N → ∞, the term on the right-hand side of the inequality
(13) tends to 0. Then taking the limit of both sides of the last inequality as λ→ 1+, we find that u = (umn) is
statistically slowly decreasing in sense (1, 0).

Note that there is a similar relation between slow decrease in sense (0, 1) and statistical slow decrease in
sense (0, 1). A sequence u = (umn) is said to be statistically slowly decreasing in the strong sense (1, 0) if (12)
is satisfied with (8).

If u = (umn) is bounded and statistically convergent to a number L, then u = (umn) is also (C, 1, 1)
summable to the same number, but not conversely ([10]).

Briefly, in the space of bounded sequences, the implications

P- convergence ⇒ statistical convergence ⇒ statistical (C, 1, 1) summable (14)

are satisfied.

Example 2.6. (a) The sequence u = (umn) defined by

umn =

{
1, n2 = m, for all n;
0, otherwise.

is bounded and statistically convergent to 0, but not P-convergent.
(b) The sequence u = (umn) defined by

umn =

{
1, m and n are even;
0, otherwise.

is bounded but not statistically convergent. However, u = (umn) is statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to 1/4.

Tauberian theorems on which conditioned converses of each implication are searched are given. Edely and
Mursaleen proved the following theorem.

Theorem 2.7. ([10]) If u = (umn) is statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to s and the conditions (10) and (11) are satisfied,
then u = (umn) is P-convergent to s.

Instead of using the conditions (10) and (11) as Tauberian conditions, Chen and Chang [6] recovered P-
convergence of a double sequence from its statistical (C, 1, 1) summability if it is slowly decreasing in senses
(1, 0) and (0, 1), in addition, in the strong sense with respect to one of the types.

Theorem 2.8. ([6]) If u = (umn) is statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to s and slowly decreasing in senses (1, 0) and (0, 1),
in addition, in the strong sense with respect to one of the types, then u = (umn) is P-convergent to s.

Under weaker conditions, Móricz [16] obtained statistical convergence of a double sequence from its
statistical (C, 1, 1) summability.

Theorem 2.9. ([15]) Let u = (umn) be statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to L. If u = (umn) is statistically slowly decreasing
in senses (1, 0) and (0, 1), in addition, in the strong sense with respect to one of the types, then u = (umn) is statistically
convergent to L.
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Remark 2.10. In conditions of Theorem 2.8 and Theorem 2.9, the term “strongly slowly decreasing” is very important.
If we do not use this condition, then we need the slowly decreasing in sense (1, 1) or statistically slowly decreasing in
sense (1, 1) of a sequence.

Our aim in this paper is to obtain Tauberian conditions for each implication in the diagram (14) which
generalizes and extends the results of Moricz [15] and Chen and Chang [6] for double sequences.

3. Lemmas

In this part of the paper, we present the following Lemmas which will be used in the proof of our main
theorems.

In the following Lemma, we give relations among the sequences V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)), V(01)(∆u) =

(V(01)
mn (∆u)) and V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)

mn (∆u)).

Lemma 3.1. The following identities are satisfied:

V(10)
mn (∆V(01)(∆u)) = V(11)

mn (∆u), (15)

and

V(01)
mn (∆V(10)(∆u)) = V(11)

mn (∆u). (16)

Proof. By the definition of V(10)
mn (∆u), we have

V(10)
mn (∆V(01)(∆u)) = V(01)

mn (∆u) − σ(10)
mn (V(01)(∆u))

= umn − σ
(01)
mn (u) − σ(10)

mn (u) + σ(11)
mn (u)

= V(11)
mn (∆u).

The proof of (16) is similar to that of the identity (15). Therefore, we omit the details.

Lemma 3.2. (i) The one-sided conditions m∆10umn ≥ −C and n∆01umn ≥ −C for some C > 0 imply the slow
decrease of u = (umn) in senses (1, 0) and (0, 1) and in the strong senses (1, 0) and (0, 1), respectively.

(ii) The sequence of (C, 1, 0) means of bounded slowly decreasing sequence in sense (1, 0) is also slowly decreasing
in sense of (1, 0).

Similar result can be given for a slowly decreasing sequence in sense (0, 1).

Proof. (i) Let the condition m∆10umn ≥ −C for some C > 0 be satisfied. Then,

u jk − umk =

j∑
r=m+1

∆10urk ≥ −C
j∑

r=m+1

1
r
> −C log

j
m
≥ −C logλ.

Therefore, u = (umn) is slowly decreasing in sense and the strong sense (1, 0) by (7).
(ii) For λ > 1, we write the finite sum

∑m
j=1 j∆10u jn as a series

∑
∞

k=0
∑

n
2k+1 ≤k< n

2k
j∆10u jn. Hence,

m∑
j=1

j∆10u jn =

∞∑
k=0

∑
m

2k+1 ≤ j< m
2k

j∆10u jn ≥

∞∑
k=0

 min
m

2k+1 ≤ j< m
2k

j∑
r=m+1

∆10urn


≥ −Km

∞∑
k=0

1
2k
≥ −2K(m + 1).
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for some K > 0. Therefore, we obtain

V(10)
mn (∆u) =

1
m + 1

m∑
j=1

j∆10u jn ≥ −C

for some C > 0, and it follows from the identity (5) that σ(10)(u) = (σ(10)
mn (u)) is slowly decreasing in the strong

sense (1, 0).

Lemma 3.3. ([27]) Let u = (umn) be a double sequence of real numbers. For sufficiently large integers m and n,

(i) For λ > 1,

umn − σ
(11)
mn (u) =

([λm] + 1)([λn] + 1)
([λm] −m)([λn] − n)

(
σ(11)

[λm],[λn](u) − σ(11)
[λm],n(u) − σ(11)

m,[λn](u) + σ(11)
mn (u)

)
+

[λm] + 1
[λm] −m

(
σ(11)

[λm],n(u) − σ(11)
m,n (u)

)
+

[λn] + 1
[λn] − n

(
σ(11)

m,[λn](u) − σ(11)
m,n (u)

)
−

1
([λm] −m)([λn] − n)

[λm]∑
j=m+1

[λn]∑
k=n+1

(u jk − umn).

(ii) For 0 < λ < 1,

umn − σ
(11)
mn (u) =

([λm] + 1)([λn] + 1)
(m − [λm])(n − [λn])

(
σ(11)

mn (u) − σ(11)
[λm],n(u) − σ(11)

m,[λn](u) + σ(11)
[λm],[λn](u)

)
+

[λm] + 1
m − [λm]

(
σ(11)

mn (u) − σ(11)
[λm],n(u)

)
+

[λn] + 1
n − [λn]

(
σ(11)

mn (u) − σ(11)
m,[λn](u)

)
+

1
(m − [λm])(n − [λn])

m∑
j=[λm]+1

n∑
k=[λn]+1

(umn − u jk).

Remark 3.4. In analogy to Lemma 3.3, we have the following identities.

(i) For λ > 1,

umn − σ
(10)
mn (u) =

[λm] + 1
[λm] −m

(
σ(10)

[λm],n(u) − σ(10)
mn (u)

)
−

1
[λm] −m

[λm]∑
j=m+1

(u jn − umn).

(ii) For 0 < λ < 1,

umn − σ
(10)
mn (u) =

[λm] + 1
[λm] −m

(
σ(10)

mn (u) − σ(10)
[λm],n(u)

)
+

1
[λm] −m

m∑
j=[λm]+1

(umn − u jn).

The identities can be easily obtained as in the proof of the corresponding lemma for single sequences given
by [9]. We do not give details. Moreover, we note that we can represent the difference umn − σ

(01)
mn (u) in a

similar way above.

4. The Main Results

4.1. Tauberian theorems for statistical convergence
Theorem 4.1. Let u = (umn) be a bounded double sequence. If u = (umn) is statistically convergent to s and there
exists a constant N such that

m∆10V(11)
mn (∆u) ≥ −C and n∆01V(11)

mn (∆u) ≥ −C, (m,n > N) (17)
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m∆10V(10)
mn (∆u) ≥ −C and n∆01V(01)

mn (∆u) ≥ −C, (m,n > N) (18)

are satisfied for some C > 0, then u = (umn) is P-convergent to s.

Proof. Since u = (umn) is bounded and statistically convergent to s, thenσ(10)(u) = (σ(10)
mn (u)), σ(01)(u) = (σ(01)

mn (u))
and σ(11)(u) = (σ(11)

mn (u)) are statistically convergent to s. By the identity (1), we have V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u))

is statistically convergent to 0. Applying Theorem 2.7 to the sequence V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)), we have

V(11)
mn (∆u) = o(1)

by the condition (17).
On the other hand, since u = (umn) is bounded and statistically convergent to s, then V(01)(∆u) =

(V(01)
mn (∆u)) is statistically convergent to 0 by the identity (3). Moreover, the boundedness of u = (umn)

implies the boundedness of V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)). Therefore, by the identity

V(01)
mn (∆u) − σ(10)

mn (V(01)(∆u)) = V(11)
mn (∆u)

and (15), we have

m∆10V(01)
mn (∆u) −m∆10σ

(10)
mn (V(01)(∆u)) = m∆10V(11)

mn (∆u). (19)

By (5) and (17), we obtain

m∆10V(01)
mn (∆u) ≥ −C

for some C > 0. Moreover, applying Theorem 2.7 to the sequence V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)), we get

V(01)
mn (∆u) = o(1)

by (18).
Similarly, V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)

mn (∆u)) is statistically convergent to 0 by the identity (3). Since V(11)(∆u) =

(V(11)
mn (∆u)) is bounded, then we have

n∆01V(10)
mn (∆u) − n∆01σ

(01)
mn (V(10)(∆u)) = n∆01V(11)

mn (∆u)

by the identity
V(10)

mn (∆u) − σ(01)
mn (V(10)(∆u)) = V(11)

mn (∆u),

(6) and (17). Therefore, it follows

n∆01V(10)
mn (∆u) ≥ −C (20)

for some C > 0. Applying Theorem 2.7 to the sequence V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)), we obtain

V(10)
mn (∆u) = o(1).

The proof is completed by the identity (4).

Corollary 4.2. Let u = (umn) be a bounded double sequence. If u = (umn) is statistically convergent to s and

m∆10V(11)
mn (∆u) = O(1) and n∆01V(11)

mn (∆u) = O(1),

m∆10V(10)
mn (∆u) = O(1) and n∆01V(01)

mn (∆u) = O(1)

are satisfied, then u = (umn) is P-convergent to s.
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Theorem 4.3. Let u = (umn) be a bounded double sequence. If u = (umn) is statistically convergent to s, and
V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)

mn (∆u)) is slowly decreasing in the strong senses (1, 0) and (0, 1), V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)) is

slowly decreasing in sense (1, 0) and V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)) is slowly decreasing in sense (0, 1), then u = (umn) is

P-convergent to s.

Proof. Since u = (umn) is bounded and statistically convergent to s, thenσ(10)(u) = (σ(10)
mn (u)), σ(01)(u) = (σ(01)

mn (u))
and σ(11)(u) = (σ(11)

mn (u)) are statistically convergent to s. By the identity (1), we have V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u))

is statistically convergent to 0. Applying Theorem 2.8 to the sequence V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)), we have

V(11)
mn (∆u) = o(1).

On the other hand, the sequence V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)) is statistically convergent to 0 by the identity

(3). Since u = (umn) is bounded, then V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)) is bounded. Therefore, it follows from Lemma

3.1 and the identity (5) that

m∆10σ
(10)
mn (V(01)(∆u)) = V(11)

mn (∆u).

Then, we obtain that the sequence σ(10)(V(01)(∆u)) = (σ(10)
mn (V(01)(∆u))) is slowly decreasing in the strong sense

(1, 0). Hence, using the identity

V(01)
mn (∆u) − σ(10)

mn (V(01)(∆u)) = V(11)
mn (∆u),

we have that the sequence V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)) is slowly decreasing in the strong sense (1, 0).

Applying Theorem 2.8 to the sequence V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)), we have

V(01)
mn (∆u) = o(1)

by the hypothesis. Similarly, V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)) is statistically convergent to 0 by the identity (2). It

follows from the identity (6) and Lemma 3.1 that the identity

n∆nσ
(01)
mn (V(10)(∆u)) = V(11)

mn (∆u)

is satisfied. Then, σ(01)(V(10)(∆u)) = (σ(01)
mn (V(10)(∆u))) is slowly decreasing in the strong sense (0, 1). Therefore,

using the identity

V(10)
mn (∆u) − σ(01)

mn (V(10)(∆u)) = V(11)
mn (∆u),

we obtain that the sequence V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)) is slowly decreasing in the strong sense (0, 1). Applying

Theorem 2.8 to the sequence V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)), we have

V(01)
mn (∆u) = o(1)

by the hypothesis. The proof is completed by identity (4).

Corollary 4.4. Let u = (umn) be a bounded double sequence. If u = (umn) is statistically convergent to s, V(11)(∆u) =

(V(11)
mn (∆u)) is slowly oscillating in the strong senses (1, 0) and (0, 1), V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)

mn (∆u)) is slowly oscillating in
sense (1, 0) and V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)

mn (∆u)) is slowly oscillating in sense (0, 1), then u = (umn) is P-convergent to s.

4.2. Tauberian theorems for the statistical (C, 1, 1) summability

Theorem 4.5. Let u = (umn) be a bounded double sequence. If u = (umn) is statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to s and the
conditions (17) and (18) are satisfied, then u = (umn) is P-convergent to s.
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Proof. Since u = (umn) is bounded and statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to s, then σ(10)(u) = (σ(10)
mn (u)), σ(01)(u) =

(σ(01)
mn (u)) and σ(11)(u) = (σ(11)

mn (u)) are statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to s. By the identity (1), we have V(11)(∆u) =

(V(11)
mn (∆u)) is statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to 0. Namely, σ(11)(V(11)(∆u)) = (σ(11)

mn (V(11)(∆u))) is statistically
convergent to 0.

The inequalities (17) imply

m∆10σ
(11)
mn (V(11)(∆u)) ≥ −C and n∆01σ

(11)
mn (V(11)(∆u)) ≥ −C

for some C > 0. Applying Theorem 2.7 to the sequence σ(11)(V(11)(∆u)) = (σ(11)
mn (V(11)(∆u))), we have

σ(11)
mn (V(11)(∆u)) = o(1).

Hence, we obtain that V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)) is (C, 1, 1) summable to 0. Applying Theorem 2.4 to the

sequence V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)) this time, we have

V(11)
mn (∆u) = o(1)

by the identity (17).
On the other hand, σ(11)(V(01)(∆u)) = (σ(11)

mn (V(01)(∆u))) is statistically convergent 0 by the identity (3).
Since the boundedness of u = (umn) implies the boundedness of V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)

mn (∆u)), we have

m∆10V(01)
mn (∆u) ≥ −C

by the identity (19) and then

m∆10σ
(11)
mn (V(01)(∆u)) ≥ −C

for some C > 0. Moreover, by (18), we obtain

n∆01σ
(11)
mn (V(01)(∆u)) ≥ −C

for some C > 0. Applying Theorem 2.7 to the sequence V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)), we have

σ(11)
mn (V(01)(∆u)) = o(1).

Hence, we obtain that V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)) is (C, 1, 1) summable to 0. Again, applying Theorem 2.4 to the

sequence V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)), we have

V(01)
mn (∆u) = o(1)

by the identity (17).
The proof of V(10)

mn (∆u) = o(1) can be established by following up the similar technique. Finally, the proof
is completed by the identity (4).

Theorem 4.6. Let u = (umn) be a bounded double sequence. If u = (umn) is statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to
s, V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)

mn (∆u)) is slowly decreasing in the strong senses (1, 0) and (0, 1), V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)) is

slowly decreasing in sense (1, 0) and V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)) is slowly decreasing in sense (0, 1), then u = (umn) is

P-convergent to s.
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Proof. Since u = (umn) is bounded and statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to s, thenσ(11)(V(11)(∆u)) = (σ(11)
mn (V(11)(∆u)))

is statistically convergent to 0 by the identity (1). Since V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)) is slowly decreasing in the

strong senses (1, 0) and (0, 1), we obtain V(10)
mn (∆V(11)(∆u)) ≥ −C and V(01)

mn (∆V(11)(∆u)) ≥ −C for some constant
C > 0 by Lemma 3.2 (ii), respectively. Therefore, we obtain

σ(01)
mn (V(10)(∆V(11)(∆u))) ≥ − C

σ(10)
mn (V(01)(∆V(11)(∆u))) ≥ − C

for some constant C > 0. It follows from the identities

σ(01)
mn (V(10)(∆V(11)(∆u))) =m∆10σ

(11)
mn (V(11)(∆))

σ(10)
mn (V(01)(∆V(11)(∆u))) =n∆01σ

(11)
mn (V(11)(∆))

that σ(11)(V(11)(∆u)) = (σ(11)
mn (V(11)(∆u))) is slowly decreasing in the strong senses (1, 0) and (0, 1) by Lemma

3.2 (i).
Applying Theorem 2.8 to the sequence σ(11)(V(11)(∆u)) = (σ(11)

mn (V(11)(∆u))), we have

σ(11)
mn (V(11)(∆u)) = o(1).

Hence, we obtain that V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)) is (C, 1, 1) summable to 0. Therefore, applying Theorem 2.5 to

the sequence V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)), we obtain

V(11)
mn (∆u) = o(1)

by the hypothesis. From the identity (3), σ(11)(V(01)(∆u)) = (σ(11)
mn (V(01)(∆u))) is statistically convergent. Since

u = (umn) is bounded, V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)) is bounded. It follows from the identity (5) and Lemma 3.1

that
m∆10σ

(10)
mn (V(01)(∆u)) = V(11)

mn (∆u).

Hence, σ(10)(V(01)(∆u)) = (σ(10)
mn (V(01)(∆u))) is slowly decreasing in the strong sense (1, 0). Therefore, using

the identity
V(01)

mn (∆u) − σ10)
mn(V(01)(∆u)) = V(11)

mn (∆u),

we obtain that the sequence V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)) is slowly decreasing in the strong sense (1, 0). Hence, it

follows that σ10)(V(01)(∆u)) = (σ10)
mn(V(01)(∆u))) is slowly decreasing in the strong sense (1, 0).

Similarly, applying Theorem 2.7 to the sequence V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)), we get

σ(11)
mn (V(01)(∆u)) = o(1).

Namely, we obtain that V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)) is (C, 1, 1) summable to 0. Applying Theorem 2.5 to the

sequence V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)), then we have

V(01)
mn (∆u) = o(1)

by the identity (17).
The proof of V(10)

mn (∆u) = o(1) can be established following similar technique. Finally, the proof is
completed by the identity (1).

Corollary 4.7. Let u = (umn) be a bounded double sequence. If u = (umn) is statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to
s, V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)

mn (∆u)) is slowly oscillating in the strong senses (1, 0) and (0, 1), V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)) is

slowly oscillating in sense (1, 0) and V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)) is slowly oscillating in sense (0, 1), then u = (umn) is

P-convergent to s.
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If we replace the conditions of slow decrease by the conditions of statistically slow decrease in Theorem
4.6, we can not obtain convergence of u = (umn), but we recover its statistical convergence.

Theorem 4.8. Let u = (umn) be a bounded double sequence. If u = (umn) is statistical (C, 1, 1)summable to s, and
V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)

mn (∆u)) is statistically slowly decreasing in senses (1, 0) and (0, 1), in addition, in the strong sense
with respect to one of the types, and V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)

mn (∆u)) is statistically slowly decreasing in sense (1, 0) and
V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)

mn (∆u)) is statistically slowly decreasing in sense (0, 1), then u = (umn) is statistically convergent to
s.

Proof. Since u = (umn) is bounded and statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to s, thenσ(11)(V(11)(∆u)) = (σ(11)
mn (V(11)(∆u)))

is statistically convergent to 0. We should show that V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)) is statistically convergent to 0.

Let λ > 1. It follows from Lemma 3.3 (i) that for every ε > 0, we have{
m ≤M,n ≤ N : V(11)

mn (∆u) − σ(11)
mn (V(11)(∆u)) ≥ ε

}
⊆

{
m ≤M,n ≤ N :

([λm] + 1)([λn] + 1)
([λm] −m)([λn] − n)

(σ(11)
[λm],[λn](V

(11)(∆u)) − σ(11)
m,[λn](V

(11)(∆u))

−σ(11)
[λm],n(V(11)(∆u)) + σ(11)

mn (V(11)(∆u)))

+
([λm] + 1)
([λm] −m)

(σ(11)
[λm],n(V(11)(∆u)) − σ(11)

mn (V(11)(∆u)))

+
([λn] + 1)
([λn] − n)

(σ(11)
m,[λn](V

(11)(∆u)) − σ(11)
mn (V(11)(∆u))) ≥

ε
2

}
∪

{
m ≤M,n ≤ N :

1
([λm] −m)([λn] − n)

[λm]∑
i=m+1

[λn]∑
j=n+1

(V(11)
i j (∆u) − V(11)

mn (∆u)) ≤ −
ε
2

}
:= AMN(ε) ∪ BMN(ε) (21)

For the first term on the right-hand side of the relation (21), since

[λm] + 1
[λm] −m

≤
2λ
λ − 1

,
[λn] + 1
[λn] − n

≤
2λ
λ − 1

,

we have

lim
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

|AMN(ε)| = 0.

On the other hand, for the second term on the right-hand side of the relation (21), since

1
([λm] −m)([λn] − n)

[λm]∑
i=m+1

[λn]∑
j=n+1

(V(11)
i j (∆u) − V(11)

mn (∆u))

≥ min
m+1≤i≤[λm]
n+1≤ j≤[λn]

(V(11)
i j (∆u) − V(11)

mj (∆u)) + min
n+1≤ j≤[λn]

(V(11)
mj (∆u) − V(11)

mn (∆u)), (22)

we obtain for every ε > 0{
m ≤M,n ≤ N :

1
([λm] −m)([λn] − n)

[λm]∑
i=m+1

[λn]∑
j=n+1

(V(11)
i j (∆u) − V(11)

mn (∆u)) ≤ −
ε
2

}
⊆

{
m ≤M,n ≤ N : min

m+1≤i≤[λm]
n+1≤ j≤[λn]

(V(11)
i j (∆u) − V(11)

mj (∆u)) ≤ −
ε
4

}
∪

{
m ≤M,n ≤ N : min

n+1≤ j≤[λn]
(V(11)

mj (∆u) − V(11)
mn (∆u)) ≤ −

ε
4

}
:= B(1)

MN(ε) ∪ B(2)
MN(ε).
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Hence, we obtain

lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣{m ≤M,n ≤ N : V(11)
mn (∆u) − σ(11)

mn (V(11)(∆u)) ≥ ε
}∣∣∣∣

≤ lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

|B(1)
MNS(ε)| + lim sup

M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

|B(2)
MN(ε)|.

Therefore, given any δ > 0, since V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)) is statistically slowly decreasing in the strong senses

(1, 0), (0, 1), for some λ > 1 we have

lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣{m ≤M,n ≤ N : V(11)
mn (∆u) − σ(11)

mn (V(11)(∆u)) ≥ ε
}∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ.

Since δ > 0 is arbitrary, we get for every ε > 0

lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣{m ≤M,n ≤ N : V(11)
mn (∆u) − σ(11)

mn (V(11)(∆u)) ≥ ε
}∣∣∣∣ = 0. (23)

We omit the proof for 0 < λ < 1 since it is similar to λ > 1. Therefore, we get

lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣{m ≤M,n ≤ N : V(11)
mn (∆u) − σ(11)

mn (V(11)(∆u)) ≤ −ε
}∣∣∣∣ = 0. (24)

Combining (23) and (24) yields

lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣{m ≤M,n ≤ N : |V(11)
mn (∆u) − σ(11)

mn (V(11)(∆u))| ≥ ε
}∣∣∣∣ = 0.

Therefore, we obtain that V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u)) is statistically convergent to 0.

Now, let’s show that V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)) is statistically convergent to 0. If we replace umn by V(10)

mn (∆u)
in (20), then we have

V(10)
mn (∆u) − σ(10)

mn (V(10)(∆u)) =
[λm] + 1
[λm] −m

(
σ(10)

[λm],n(V(10)(∆u)) − σ(10)
mn (V(10)(∆u))

)
−

1
[λm] −m

[λm]∑
i=m+1

(V(10)
in (∆u) − V(10)

mn (∆u)),

for λ > 1. From this, we obtain{
m ≤M,n ≤ N : V(10)

mn (∆u) − σ(10)
mn (V(10)(∆u)) ≥ ε

}
⊂

{
m ≤M,n ≤ N :

[λm] + 1
[λm] −m

(
σ(10)

[λm],n(V(10)(∆u)) − σ(10)
mn (V(10)(∆u))

)
≥ ε/2

}
∪

m ≤M,n ≤ N :
1

[λm] −m

[λm]∑
i=m+1

(V(10)
in (∆u) − V(10)

mn (∆u)) ≤ −ε/2


:= A∗MN(ε) ∪ B∗MN(ε).

Since
[λm] + 1
[λm] −m

≤
2λ
λ − 1

,
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we have

lim
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

|A∗MN(ε)| = 0.

On the other hand, for B∗MN(ε), since

1
[λm] −m

[λm]∑
i=m+1

(V(10)
in (∆u) − V(10)

mn (∆u)) ≥ min
m+1≤i≤[λm]

(V(10)
in (∆u) − V(10)

mn (∆u)),

we obtain for every ε > 0{
m ≤M,n ≤ N :

1
[λm] −m

[λm]∑
i=m+1

(V(10)
in (∆u) − V(10)

mn (∆u)) ≤ −
ε
2

}
⊆

{
m ≤M,n ≤ N : min

m+1≤i≤[λm]
(V(10)

in (∆u) − V(10)
mn (∆u)) ≤ −

ε
2

}
.

Hence, we obtain

lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣{m ≤M,n ≤ N : V(10)
mn (∆u) − σ(10)

mn (V(10)(∆u)) ≥ ε
}∣∣∣∣

≤ lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

|

{
m ≤M,n ≤ N : min

m+1≤i≤[λm]
(V(10)

in (∆u) − V(10)
mn (∆u)) ≤ −

ε
2

}
|.

Therefore, given any δ > 0, since V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)) is statistically slowly decreasing in senses (1, 0) for

some λ > 1 we have

lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣{m ≤M,n ≤ N : V(10)
mn (∆u) − σ(10)

mn (V(10)(∆u)) ≥ ε
}∣∣∣∣ ≤ δ.

Since δ > 0 is arbitrary, we get for every ε > 0

lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣{m ≤M,n ≤ N : V(10)
mn (∆u) − σ(10)

mn (V(10)(∆u)) ≥ ε
}∣∣∣∣ = 0. (25)

If similar steps are applied for 0 < λ < 1, then we obtain

lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣{m ≤M,n ≤ N : V(10)
mn (∆u) − σ(10)

mn (V(10)(∆u)) ≤ −ε
}∣∣∣∣ = 0. (26)

Combining (25) and (26) yields

lim sup
M,N→∞

1
(M + 1)(N + 1)

∣∣∣∣{m ≤M,n ≤ N : |V(10)
mn (∆u) − σ(10)

mn (V(10)(∆u))| ≥ ε
}∣∣∣∣ = 0.

Therefore, we obtain that V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)) is statistically convergent to 0. Correlatively, we can

show that V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)) is statistically convergent to 0. The proof is completed by the Kronecker

identity.

In Theorem 4.8 without the hypothesis that the statistically slowly decreasing of V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)
mn (∆u))

in the strong sense, we obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 4.9. Let u = (umn) be a bounded double sequence. If u = (umn) is statistical (C, 1, 1) summable to s, and
V(11)(∆u) = (V(11)

mn (∆u)) is statistically slowly decreasing in senses (1, 1), (1, 0) and (0, 1), V(10)(∆u) = (V(10)
mn (∆u)) is

statistically slowly decreasing in sense (1, 0) and V(01)(∆u) = (V(01)
mn (∆u)) is statistically slowly decreasing in sense

(0, 1), then u = (umn) is statistically convergent to s.
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Theorem 4.9 can be proved in the similar way used in proving Theorem 4.8, but the inequality (22) should
be replaced by the following one:

1
([λm] −m)([λn] − n)

[λm]∑
i=m+1

[λn]∑
j=n+1

(V(11)
i j (∆u) − V(11)

mn (∆u))

≥ min
m+1≤ j≤[λm]
n+1≤k≤[λn]

(
V(11)

jk (∆u) − V(11)
mk (∆u) − V(11)

jn (∆u) + V(11)
mn (∆u)

)
+ min

m+1≤ j≤[λm]

(
V(11)

jn (∆u) − V(11)
mn (∆u)

)
+ min

n+1≤k≤[λn]

(
V(11)

mk (∆u)V(11)
mn (∆u)

)
.
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